ABSTRACT. The main contribution of this paper is to prove the conjecture of [Va] that the Hilbert cube Q is Lipschitz homogeneous for any metric d3, where s is a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers sjt converging to zero, da(x,y) = sup{sfc|zfc -Vk\-k £ N), and R(s) = sup{sfe/sfc+i: k e N} < oo. In addition to other results, we shall show that for every Lipschitz homogeneous compact metric space X there is a constant A < oo such that X is homogeneous with respect to Lipschitz homeomorphisms whose Lipschitz constants do not exceed A. Finally, we prove that the hyperspace 21 of all nonempty closed subsets of the unit interval is not Lipschitz homogeneous with respect to the Hausdorff metric.
let Qk = l\{Ij-J > k}. Hence, Qa = If X ■ ■■ x Ig. X Qk+1 for all fc > 1. For a compact metric space X and e > 0, the maximum cardinality of an e-discrete subset of X will be denoted by N(X,e).
(A subset D of a metric space (X, d) is called £-discrete if d(x,y) > e for all distinct elements x,y G D.) The symbol B(A,e) denotes the closed ^-neighborhood of a set A. The set of all Lipschitz homeomorphisms of X onto itself will be denoted by L(X), and for a real number r > 1, we write Lr(X) = {/ € L(X): bilip / < r).
3. Lipschitz homogeneity of the cubes Qs-In this section we establish the following result, which is the main contribution of the paper.
THEOREM. If s £ S, then Qs is Lipschitz homogeneous.
PROOF. We shall say that a point x G Qs is in good position if Xfc > Sfc -Sfc+i/4 for each fc G Af. The meaning of this convention will become clear later. First we shall show that every point of Qs can be mapped to a good position by a Lipschitz homeomorphism of Qs. Indeed, let x G Qs. For each fc G Af, let fk be a PLhomeomorphism If. -> 7| such that |/fc£fc| > sk -Sfc+i/4. Note that we can assume bilip/fc < Sfc/(sfc+i/4) < 4R(s). If fkXk > 0, let gk be the identity map of 1%. To show that Qs is Lipschitz homogeneous it will be sufficient to prove that an arbitrary point of Q3 can be mapped to 0 = (0,0,...)
by a Lipschitz homeomorphism of Qa. To that end, let q G Qs-By the above, we can assume that q is Then pk is a PL-homeomorphism and the action of pk on B2 is given by
Pk(x,y) = (\x -y -(sfc -Sfc+i)/2, x -(sk -Sfc+i)).
It follows that tpk is a Lipschitz homeomorphism; let bilip tpk = L. (We note that L is a universal constant not depending on the sequence s.) For each fc G Af, we define a map gk-Qs -* Qs by setting 9k -idijx-x/«_, x fk x idQk+2.
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The important property of gk is that it acts "backwards", i.e. the direction of the map is from If+X -coordinates to .^-coordinates. Further, gk leaves Ty-coordinates fixed for / < fc. Now having defined the maps gk, let /" = gngn-i • • • 9i for n G AT. Recall that our point q was in good position in Qa. Hence, (qi,q2) is in good position in Ix X I2 (in the obvious sense) and thus /i maps q to a point (ri,u, 93,94, • • •)> where si -s2 < n < si -s2/4 and s2 -s3/4 < u < s2 because tpx is level-raising for Jf-coordinates. Consequently ((fiq)2, (fiqh) is in g°od position in if X 7| (see Figure 2 ). As above we infer that ((f2qh,(hq) 
is m Sood position in Zf x 7| and so on. In general, an inductive argument shows that /" maps q to a point (ri,r2,... ,rn,u,qn+2,qn+3, ■ ■ ■), where s{ -si+1 < n < s» -si+1/4 foxl<i<n and sn+i -sn+2/4 < u < s"+i.
The sequence {/n: n G Af} forms a Cauchy sequence in the space of continuous maps of Qs into itself, equipped with the supremum metric. (Just note that the distance of /" and fn+k is less than 2sn for all fc G Af.) It follows that / = lim /" is (s, -s2, s2 a continuous map of Qs into itself. As Qs is compact, it can easily be shown that / is surjective. We shall prove that / is a Lipschitz homeomorphism. The proof that / is Lipschitz depends on the following inequality, whose validity is left as an illuminating exercise to the reader. Let x and y be any points of 7fc x 7fc+i' and let x' = <pk(x), y' = <pk(y). Then (*) 14+1-2/fc+il <max{|ifc-j/fe|,2|xfc+1 -yk+i\}-
The idea behind this inequality can be seen from Figure 3 . Now let x and y be arbitrary points of Qa. Put ||x -y\\Co = a. We shall prove by induction that |(/fci)fc+i -(fky)k+i\ < 2a for all fc > 0, where we put fo = idQ3. Clearly this holds for fc = 0. Suppose that the claim holds for 0 < fc < n.
Since by the induction hypothesis \(fnx)n+l -(fny)n+i\ < 2a, /" does not affect 7n+2-coordinates and \xn+2 -y"+2| < a, (*) yields
Hence, the claim is valid for all fc G Af. Since the maps pk are L-Lipschitz, we obtain \(fkx)i -(fky)i\ < 2La for all fc G Af and i < fc. Therefore, ||/fcx -/fcy||Co < 2La for every fc G Af and thus
To prove that / is bilipschitzian, it will be sufficient to show that / satisfies a left-hand side inequality K~l\\x -y\\Co < \\fx -fy\\Co for some K > 1. We shall prove this for K = 2L. To accomplish this, we derive from (*) a similar inequality for ^fc1. This is possible since pk and pf.l have similar expressions on Ak. (Switch If. and If+X, if necessary.) Let x and y be any points of If xlf+x and let x' = pk(x), y' = pk(y). Then (**) \xk ~ yk\ < max{|xfc+1 -y'k+x\,2\x'k -y'k\}.
Now let x,y € Qs, x ^ y: and let fc0 be the least index fc for which ||z -y||Co = \xk ~ J/fc| = a. The argument given below shows that we can assume fc0 > 1. Since lpko_x is i-Lipschitz, either
In the first case, \\fx -fy\\co > a/L since If x-coordinates are not changed by gj for j > fco-Thus, suppose that the latter case occurs. From (**) we obtain that either
If (i) is true, then we are done for the same reason as in the first case. Case (ii) is a starting point for an inductive process where (ii) appears at each step. However, case (ii) can occur only finitely many times, since \(fkx)k+i ~ (fky)k+i\ < 2sfc+i -> 0. It follows that in any case \\fx -fy\\Co > a/2L. Thus, bilip/ < 2L. PROOF. For each a > 0, put sk(a) = 2~ak. Then 0 < a < j3 implies Sfc(a)/sfc(/3) = 2'/3_a)fc and Lemma 4.2 shows that Qatp) is not Lipschitz homeomorphic to Qs(a)-5. Lipschitz Q-manifolds.
As we have shown that the cubes Q are Lipschitz homogeneous for s G S, it is reasonable to introduce the following notion.
5.1. DEFINITION. A separable metric space X is called a Lipschitz Q-manifold if there is an s G S such that each point of X has a neighbourhood which is Lipschitz homeomorphic to Qs.
It is well known that a connected Hilbert cube manifold is homogeneous. This can be proved by using the facts that Q is locally homeomorphic to Q x [0,1[ and that every homeomorphism between two .Z-sets of Q can be extended to a homeomorphism of Q. There is no theory of Lipschitz Z-sets but we can obtain a Figure 4
proof of the Lipschitz homogeneity of connected Lipschitz Q-manifolds by using an elementary isotoping device augmenting the proof of 3.1.
To show that X is Lipschitz homogeneous, it will be sufficient to prove that any point p G X has a neighbourhood U such that any q G U can be mapped to p by a Lipschitz homeomorphism of X. Since Qs is locally Lipschitz homeomorphic to [0, l[xQs (this follows from 3.1 by an argument similar to that of 12.1 in [Ch] ) it is easily seen that proving the Lipschitz homogeneity of X amounts to establishing the following variant of 3.1. 
.).
Following the notation from the proof of 3.1, we must avoid using reflections gk since they cannot be isotoped to the identity. Write Qs = (If x if) x (^3 x if) x • • •. For each fc G Af, (^2fc-i'x2fc) ues in one °f tne small four corners of I2k_x x IJfe. Let gfc be a Lipschitz homeomorphism of /Jfc-i x I2k which maps the corner of (x'2k-i>x2k) into the one which is in good position. These maps are to be obtained by rotating the boundary 5(7^-1 x 7|fc) (with a suitable squeezing continuing the earlier effect of the maps fk) and then radially extending to the whole of I%k _ 1 x I2k ■ Now one can easily find a Lipschitz homeomorphism F2: [0, l[x<3s which (Lipschitz) isotopes gi x g2 x ■ ■ ■ to the identity so that PROOF. See the proof of the following proposition.
Indeed, Theorem 5.2 yields a slightly stronger "basic cube" result for Lipschitz Q-manifolds.
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let X be a connected metric space. Suppose that for each x G X there exists an sx G S and a neighbourhood Ux of x such that Ux is Lipschitz homeomorphic to Qs(x)-Then X is a Lipschitz Q-manifold.
PROOF. As a locally separable connected metrizable space, X is separable. Let p,q G X. Use the connectedness of X to find a simple chain {Ui,... ,Un} of open subsets of X and points xi,...,xn+\ G X such that p = x\ G U\, q = xn+\ G Un and Xi+i G Ui D Ui+i for 1 < i < n, with Lipschitz homeomorphisms
where pi(xt), p1(xt+i) G [0, l/4[xQa(i) . By 5.2 we can find a Lipschitz homeomorphism fi of [0, l[xQs(i) such that fipi(xf) = pi(xi+\) and ft is the identity on [3/4, l[xQa(j) . Define a map gt: X -> X by setting gt(x) = p~lfiPi(x) for x G Ui and gx(x) = x for x G X -Ui. Let K{ = pj/1 [[0,3/4] x Qs(;)], and put Si = d{X -Ui,Ki) > 0 and ux = diamif4. The map 92 being a Lipschitz homeomorphism on Ui and the identity on X -Kx, suppose that x G Ki and y E X -Ui.
which shows that gi is a Lipschitz homeomorphism of X. Now gngn-i • • • 9i maps p to 9. Thus, X is Lipschitz homogeneous and the claim of 5.4 follows.
The use of simple chains in the proof of 5.4 can be motivated by the fact that this proof can easily be modified to show that a connected Lipschitz Q-manifold is strongly Lipschitz n-homogeneous for every n€ N. It follows that for each s G 5, Qs is strongly Lipschitz n-homogeneous. It is well known that if A\,A2 are compact subsets of the pseudointerior {x G Qs: \xk\ < SfcVfc G Af} and /: Ai -> A2 is a homeomorphism, then / can be extended to a homeomorphism of Qs. The same does not hold for Lipschitz homeomorphisms as can be seen from the following example.
5.5. EXAMPLE. Define a sequence {an} of positive integers by setting ai = 2, an+1 = a" + n2. Let an = sn(l -2~an~n) and let bn = sn(l -2~"n). We define two compact subsets Ai,A2 of the pseudointerior of Qs:
Ai -{x G Qs: \xk\ < OfcVfc G Af} and A2 = {x G Qs: \xk\ < bk\fk G Af}.
Clearly the map /: Ai -> A2 given by (fx)k = (bk/ak)xk is a Lipschitz home- which contradicts the fact that Hn_x(Qs -E,Z) = {0}.
6. The existence of uniform constants of Lipschitz homogeneity. As can be seen from our proofs for 3.1 and 5.4, for each compact connected Lipschitz Q-manifold there is a uniform constant A < oo such that the Lipschitz homogeneity of the manifold is witnessed by Lipschitz homeomorphisms / with bilip / < A. The following result shows that the same holds for any Lipschitz homogeneous compact metric space. 6.1.
THEOREM. Let X be a Lipschitz homogeneous compact metric space. Then there is a constant A < oo such that for each pair x, y of points of X there exists an f G L\(X) with f(x) = y.
PROOF. For each x G X and each nE N, let Ln(X; x) denote the set of all y G X such that there is an / G Ln(X) with f(x) = y. First we shall show that the sets Ln(X; x) are closed. Suppose that y G X and that {xn} is a sequence of elements of Ln(X;x) such that xn -» y. By the definition of Ln(X;x), for each fc G Af there is an fk G Ln(X;x) with fk(x) = xk. Since X is compact, {fk(z): fc G Af} is relatively compact for all z G X. On the other hand, {fk} is an equicontinuous subset of CC(X) (-the set of all continuous self-maps of X with the topology of compact convergence) since it is even equilipschitzian. By Ascoli's theorem {fk} is relatively compact in CC(X). Hence, there is a subsequence {fk } of {fk} such that the maps fkj converge uniformly to some / G C(X). It follows that / is an n-Lipschitz homeomorphism of Xj (Note that / is surjective since X is compact.) But f(x) = lim fk. (x) = lim xk] = y and hence y G Ln(X;x). Consequently the sets Ln(X;x) are closed. Since X is Lipschitz homogeneous, we have X -\JneN Ln(X;x) for every x G X. By the Baire Category Theorem there is an nx G Af such that UxintLn(z)(X;x) ^ 0. Accordingly, choose a point yx G Ux. Since yx G Lntx)(X;x), there is an fx G Lnix)(X) with fx(x) = yx. As fx is continuous, we can find an open neighbourhood
Vx of x such that /X[VX] C Ux. Put mx -nx. It follows that for every pair z, w of points of Vx there is an / G Lm{X)(X) with f(z) = w. Indeed, let z,w G Vx. Then fz(z), fx(w) G Ux and hence (since Ux C LntX)(X;x)) there exist g,h G Z/n(x)(X) such that g(x) = /i(^) and h(x) -fx(w). Consequently the map fxxhg~xfx takes z to w and WW"1/*-1/.) < n\. Now {Vx: x G X) is an open cover of X and has a finite subcover {VXl,..., VXn}. For each pair (i,j), where 1 < i, j < n, choose a Lipschitz homeomorphism fij-. X -f X such that fi3(xi) = Xj, and let rn = max{bilip/ij : 1 < i, j < n}.
Finally, put A = m ■ mXl ■ ■ ■ mXn. Then A satisfies the condition of 6.1. In fact, let x,y E X. Choose i,j so that x G Vz and y G Vr By the previous paragraph there exist 9 G Lm{Xt)(X), h G Lm{X])(X) with g(x) = xx and h(y) = Xj. Then h~lfijg maps x to y and bilip (h~x fijg) < mx. ■ m ■ mXi < A, as desired.
6.2. REMARK. By an argument that is easier but similar to that given for 6.1, one can show that if G C L(X) is a compact group of Lipschitz homeomorphisms of X, metrized by the metric o for which a(f,g) =max{a(f,g),cT(f-\g-1)} and o(f,g) = sup{d(fx,gx): x G X}, then there is a uniform constant A < oo such that G C L\(X). It was shown in [DW] that there are compact connected 2-manifolds without boundary (any having genus > 1 is good) X such that no compact subgroup of H(X) acts transitively on X, or, equivalently, X has no compatible metric for which the isometries are transitive. Anyhow, it has been noted in [HJ] that for any compact homogeneous metric space X and any e > 0, there is a compatible metric of X for which X is Lipschitz homogeneous with a uniform constant < 1 + e.
7. The hyperspace 2l of closed nonempty subsets of the unit interval. It was shown by Schori and West in 1975 PROOF. We shall prove that there is no Lipschitz homeomorphism of 21 mapping the point {0} of 27 to the point /. To derive a contradiction, suppose that p: 21 -> 2 is a Lipschitz homeomorphism with p({0}) = / and let bilip <p = L. Choose an n G Af with n > hi?. Denoting by Bd({0}, 1/n) the closed (l/n)-neighbourhood of {0} in 27, notice that Bd({0}, 1/n) = 2f°'1/"] and by the above lemma Af(5d({0},l/n),l/n2)=2"+1-l. 
